
Teacher/Therapist Name: WEEK 9 - CARA LESPERANCE 

#1. Program: Following a schedule 
Direction: Do your work 
Student Response: The learner will follow a schedule (written, picture) 
Date           

STEPS           

1. Looks at first task/activity           

2. Completes task/activity           

3. Cleans up task/activity           

Repeats steps 1-3 for all 
remaining tasks/activities 

X X X X X X X X X X 

4. States I’m finished           

 
The learner can complete 3 – 6 tasks/activities. Provide tasks/activities that the learner knows. The full schedule can take 
anywhere from 30 minutes to the full day depending on what activities/tasks you are providing your child. In school, our 
schedules are typically set up for about 30 minutes of work. Examples of activities can be getting dressed, eating breakfast, 
cleaning up plates, and doing a puzzle. This can be done multiple times per day with different activities. At the bottom of 
the page let your child know what they can earn (e.g. TV time, using the iPad, going for a walk, or car ride) 
 
 

#2 Program: Answering WH questions 

Direction:  Varies based on the WH question being asked (i.e Who is this, Where do you (eat, sleep), What is this) 

Student Response:  The student will answer the question using their form of communication 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  When asking the questions make sure you are very clear when stating the WH word. If you are using pictures 
as a visual try having three different pictures related to the same subject (i.e. WH questions about the pool - a picture of a 
pool, a picture of a lifeguard, and a picture of a bathing suit). This will help your child discriminate between the WH 
questions you are asking (i.e. Where do we swim, What do you wear when swimming, Who protects you at the pool). You 
can also use actual objects when asking various questions. 
 

#3 Program: Hand Washing 

Direction:  “Wash your hands” 

Student Response:  The student follows all steps to wash hands thoroughly. 

 
Date      
1. Turn on water      
2. Wet hands      
3. Retrieve soap      
4. Rub palms 
together 

     



5. Rub back of 
hands 

     

6. Rinse hands      
7. Dry hands      
Comments:  
 

#4 Program: Typing 

Direction:  Type (inset what you want them to type) (e.g. Type your name) 

Student Response:  the student will type the information you requested 

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

Comments:  The student will type the target (e.g. name, sentence, paragraph) that you asked them to type. A 
model is fine to use if it is needed. For students that can already type, work on finding information, and typing it 
into a report. 
 

 

#5 Program: Home Maintenance 

Direction:  Varies based on the skill the learner is completing (Example – setting the table) 

Student Response:  The learner will complete three (3) home maintenance skills 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments: Skills can include, setting the table, clearing the table, wiping the table down, wiping the countertops in the 
kitchen, washing the dishes, loading the dishwasher, etc. Work on the skills you have been working on in the previous 
weeks and then add a new skill to the list. You can incorporate following a schedule with these tasks. 
 

 

#6 Program: Get the Mail 

Direction: “Get the mail” 

Student Response:  The student will retrieve the mail and place it in the correct location or give it to you  

Date 
            

             

             

             



             

 
Comments:  Shadow the student if you feel there is a safety concern when getting the mail. Once they have it, have them 
place the mail in a specific location (use the same location every time) If your child needs a visual or a prompt you can 
have a basket or lable in the location so that they will see that as a cue. Another option is to incorporate communication 
skills/delivering a message - Once they have the mail they have to give it to someone and say “Here” while handing the 
items to you. 
 
 
 

#7 Program: Requesting  

Direction : No direction /What do you want? 

Student Response:  The student will make a request for a desired item or needed item 

 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  Throughout the day provide opportunities for your child to request items that they may want and are out of 
reach, or you have only provided them part of the needed items (i.e. your coloring a picture and you have provided paper 
but not the crayons). Depending on the skill level of your child, have them use a full sentence, a 3-4 word utterance, a 2 
word utterance or 1 word utterance. Your child should be using their mode of communication. 
 
Program: Self – Care Schedule 
Direction: “Do your self-care” 
Student Response: The learner will complete all steps of the self-care schedule 
Date           

STEPS           

10. clean up           

9. Put on deodorant           

8. Brush hair           

7. Rinse mouth            

6. Brush teeth           

5. Dry face           

4. Wash face            

3. Dry hands           

2. Wash hands           

1. Go to the bathroom           

 


